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Abstract. Language is reformulated to be an abstract system by 
which one person's actions (speaking, signing) may constrain 
another's thinking. Because actions are also events, language 
phenomena may be given a fresh perspective from the standpoint 
of abstract event theory. Applied, or ecological, event theory 
then may apply to language construed as a special class of ac- 
tion-events in which perception plays a necessary role. Conunu- 
nicative events are given an interpretation under ecological 
physics - a discipline founded by J.J. Gibson in order to avoid 
some of the perennial problems of more traditional perceptual 
theory. Some of these are discussed with regard to the ecologi- 
cal framework for event-perception. Finally, an application of 
this approach to sign language construed as kinematic events is 
attempted. 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview: Event-Theory as Ecological Psychology 

An overriding theme of 20th century science, as opposed to that 

of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, is that nature is in pro- 

cess rather than simply in motion. Nature consists of events 

rather than merely of objects, and it is, at least at limit, ob- 
server-dependent rather than observer-independent. With the 
advent and ascendancy of quantum mechanics and relativity physics, 

the role of the situation and the state of the observer in the 

process of observation and measurement can no longer be consid- 

ered perfectly benign. Both micro- and macro-physics now recog- 
nize that the inescapableprobabilismofthewave-mechanicalequations 
































